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The waterfall was nice.
The muddy waters of the Dandera River jumped from 
the edge of the mountain, and were miraculously 
transformed into curtains of ethereal lacework as they 
fell. Like the dress of a dancing bride they sparkled and 
swirled, and rainbows of light shone through them as if 
from an embroidery of precious seed pearls. Still falling, 
the columns of white spray twisted and changed into 
ephemeral shapes, until they struck the lower ledges of 
glistening black rock and exploded outwards into fresh 
clouds of white that at last covered the dark 
depths of the abyss with an opalescent veil.
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TRIPLE DESCRIPTOR

The country is beautiful, with its 
magnificent rivers, beautiful beaches, and 
wonderful cities.

That girl is so talented, with her 
incredible knowledge, beautiful singing 
voice, and great athletic ability.



The new car is very popular, with its 
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_____ seats, ______ wheels, and ______ engine.



The new car is very popular, with its 

The adorable puppy was so cute, with its 

She walked into the maths test  

prepared, with her
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leather seats, spoked chrome wheels,  

and powerful V8 engine.



SAID
"I will join you," she stated.
"We won first prize!" they rejoiced.
"No don't!" the teacher bellowed.
"No, leave me alone!" he demanded.
"I told you to stay!" she commanded.
"Where are they?" she quaked.
"Where are they?" she inquired.
"There they are," he replied.
"Look, let's sneak inside," he mumbled.
"Please listen to me," she cried.
"They're not real," she thought.



FANCY COLOURS







USE SOME COLOUR WORDS IN THESE  
SENTENCES

She looked dazzling at the Summer party, with her 
______________ dress, _____________ pump shoes 
and _____________ and _____________ hat.

The team changed its uniform to a ___________ 
shirt and ____________ pants with ___________ 
socks.
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A AND HE/SHE TECHNIQUE

1. Sapphire was a strong swimmer.  
2. She was a good runner.  
3. She was expected to win this race.

A strong swimmer, and a good runner, (She) 
Sapphire was expected to win this race.



1. He was a great chess player. 

2. He was good at Mathematics. 

3. Martin liked to study late into the night.

A great ______, and good at ______,  

Martin liked to ___________________.

Now please try one for Harry the dog.

YOUR 
TURN

A strong swimmer, and a good runner, (She) Sapphire 
was the favourite for this part of the race.

MrC



3RUL  S

123
NOT ALWAYS SIZE AND COLOUR

SINGLES, DOUBLES, TRIPLES

DIFFERENT MEANING



3RUL  S

1 NOT ALWAYS SIZE AND COLOUR

the small, brown dog
the snappy, stubborn Chihuahua

the big, blue bike
the polished, racing bike



3RUL  S

2SINGLES, DOUBLES, TRIPLES

the dog's growl

the dog's                             growlmenacingdeep,long,



3RUL  S

3DIFFERENT MEANING

the wet, moist grass
the old, ancient manX



3RUL  S

Between the bushes and group of 
towering anthills, a deep, menacing growl 
caused the antelope to twitch, ready to 
pounce through the dry, wispy, oat-brown 
grass. 


